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INTRODUCTION
The paper by Lafferty (2009) injects careful detail and
new science into the question of how climate warming
will affect the prevalence and distribution of vectorborne diseases of humans. This has been an area of
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intense controversy, in part because of implications for
human health and disease prevention strategies. Six
years ago, one hypothesis about climate change and
infectious diseases suggested that increased temperature
and rainfall could facilitate the emergence and persistence of many infectious microorganisms, i.e., a warmer
world would be a sicker world (Harvell et al. 2002). Of
all the infectious diseases, it seemed likely that human
vector-borne diseases would respond most promptly to
localized warming events. Speciﬁcally, in temperate
climates, we might expect the range and activity of
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ing little evidence for net range expansions and increases
in human cases based on climate warming alone.
Instead, a clearer relationship between poverty, lack of
effective control strategies and malaria infections
represents a more certain cause of future increases in
incidence of human cases of malaria.
Lafferty’s focus on vector-borne human infectious
diseases provides a useful test case against which to
compare our expectations for the effect of global
changes on pathogens affecting wildlife populations.
New questions that are raised include: do simple
predictions that many infections will increase with
climate warming hold up where pathogens and vectors
are not controlled by humans? What happens when both
host and pathogen are sensitive to temperature changes?
If climate–disease relationships are not observed for
some pathogens, why and when is the modulating effect
of climatic variables on the interaction between hosts
and infectious diseases lost? In this perspective we detail
a few examples of wildlife-pathogen interactions in both
marine and terrestrial animal systems that emphasize
how host biology can be crucially important for climatedisease relationships. Speciﬁcally, we argue that (1)
correlations between climate warming and pathogen
outbreaks have contributed to dramatic declines or
extinctions in several groups of ectothermic hosts, (2)
animal migrations and range shifts can be affected by
climate change and this can potentially increase or
decrease disease transmission, and (3) host acquired
immunity can alter the expected direct effect of climate
on disease dynamics.
PATHOGEN EXPANSIONS AND EMERGENCE
IN ECTOTHERMIC HOSTS
Interactions between climate warming and pathogen
outbreaks have caused serious declines or extinctions in
several groups of ectothermic hosts. In terrestrial
ecosystems, entire communities of amphibians have
been driven to the edge of extinction and beyond owing
to chytridiomycosis outbreaks, with the timing of dieoffs linked with warmer temperatures. Amphibians on
the whole are extremely threatened, with nearly half of
all species declining in their range of distribution (Stuart
et al. 2004). Infectious diseases have caused some of the
most rapid and severe declines, in some cases wiping out
entire communities in a matter of months (Lips et al.
2006). A correlational analysis on the amphibian
community in Costa Rica provided support for warmer
years favoring the growth of the pathogenic fungus
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis at high altitudes
(Pounds et al. 2006). Speciﬁcally, it has been suggested
that climate warming shifted nighttime temperature
minima towards the pathogen’s growth optimum, and
simultaneously prevented daytime maxima from exceeding the pathogen’s thermal limits through increased
cloud cover. This hypothesis helps to explain the die-offs
of numerous species of harlequin frogs in Central and
South America following warm years, and the spread of
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mosquitoes and the pathogens they vector, such as
malaria and dengue, to increase with warmer temperatures (Martens 1999; but see Rogers and Randolph
2000). From a later vantage point in 2009, the evidence
outlined by Lafferty considers new complexities and uses
long-term data sets to re-evaluate previous predictions.
Surprisingly, insect-vectored diseases resoundingly do
not show a net expansion in range or increase in
prevalence, based on evidence and predictions from GIS
analyses and mathematical modeling studies. Lafferty
(2009) lays out three explanations: (1) anthropogenic
activities directly inﬂuence the distributions of vectors
and infectious disease in ways unrelated to climate, (2)
vectors and pathogens are limited by thermal maxima,
so that temperature changes lead to shifts rather than
expansions in distribution, and (3) other factors such as
host acquired immunity and vector or parasite life
history traits are linked to habitat suitability in addition
to climate.
As highlighted throughout Lafferty’s paper, the
complexity of malaria ecology (as well as that of other
mosquito-borne infections) requires that models adequately consider the effects of climate on vector
population biology, biting activity and vector–parasite
interactions, each of which can have a signiﬁcant impact
on the ﬁnal predictions (Garrett-Jones 1964, Styer et al.
2007, Harrington et al. 2008). Human malaria is, in fact,
caused by four biologically distinct species of Plasmodium. Each species has characteristic rates of development within the human host and invertebrate vector,
intricate relationships with the immune systems of both
host and vector, and biological compatibility with
certain species of mosquito. Not all vectors are the
same, just as the course of malaria pathology is not the
same in all human hosts. Additionally, the impact of
factors such as partial immunity and multiple infections
are difﬁcult to estimate. Therefore, the alarming
predictions of malaria returning to temperate regions
should be critically assessed.
One reason why the threat of malaria returning to
Europe and North America is not as dire as some would
predict is because humans are the only vertebrate
reservoir for infection, and large numbers of infected
people would be required to sustain a malaria outbreak
in England and many other countries where malaria has
been eradicated. Competent mosquito vectors still thrive
in England, other European countries and also in the
United States, but the quality of health care and
standards of living have changed tremendously in these
countries since malaria was considered endemic. Indeed,
the potential for positive feedback between human
poverty and the threat of an expansion of vector borne
diseases was highlighted by Lafferty in his review, with
particular reference to the difﬁculty in teasing apart
interactions between anthropogenic environmental
changes, drug resistance, lack of health care, and vector
control. Given our limited scientiﬁc knowledge, Lafferty
(2009) has presented a balanced overview, demonstrat-
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the pathogenic fungus into amphibian populations at
mid-to-high elevations. However, the strength of this
climate-disease association was recently questioned by
Lips et al. (2008); speciﬁcally, a reanalysis of mortality
data suggested that multiple introductions of B.
dendrobatidis, coupled with its spatial spread along
mountain ranges, better explained the timing of
harlequin frog die-offs (Lips et al. 2008). It is important
to note that warmer temperatures have also been linked
with the occurrence of chytrid-related disease in
montane regions in Spain (Bosch et al. 2007), and that
the effects of climate, disease and other factors causing
amphibian declines are not mutually exclusive and could
interact in ecologically signiﬁcant ways.
In the ocean, several species of California abalones
have experienced major population declines caused by a
combination of warming water and infectious disease.
Elevated seawater temperatures have been shown to
play a key role driving both transmission of the
rickettsial agent and development of associated clinical
disease (withering syndrome, WS) in red abalone,
Haliotis rufescens, one of the ﬁve California abalones
that were commercially ﬁshed prior to closure of the
ﬁshery nearly a decade ago (Moore et al. 2000, Braid et
al. 2005, Vilchis et al. 2005). Similarly, black abalone (H.
cracherodii) has been almost extirpated from southern
California by its temperature-dependent susceptibility to
WFS (Altstatt et al. 1996, Moore et al. 2000). On the
Atlantic coast, infections of oysters (Crassostrea virginica), by the protozoan parasite Perkinsus marinus
represent the best documented case of a marine parasite
range expansion driven by climate warming. This
parasite expanded from its range in the southeast up
through Maryland to a new 500 km northeastern range,
coincident with winter warming in the 1990s (Cook et al.
1998). The 1990–1991 expansion into the northeast has
continued in coincidence with the anomalously warm
temperatures recorded in the last decade (Ford and
Smolowitz 2007). Epizootics of P. marinus are impressively seasonal at all locations, with prevalence peaking
in late summer and dying back in winter (Ford and
Smolowitz 2007). However, careful studies highlight the
potential for multiple factors to be involved in warmingassociated range expansion (Ford and Smolowitz 2007).
For example, there is evidence that the level of
aggressiveness and transmission of P. marinus has
increased throughout its range, and hence recent
epizootics are more quickly established in new areas.
This raises the now familiar question of whether the new
range expansion is caused by change in temperature
directly, or by evolutionary changes in properties of the
host or pathogen. The evolutionary hypothesis was
recently rejected by experimental studies which showed
that P. marinus had not differentiated genetically in
northern oyster populations that had experienced more
recent increases in disease; the parsimonious conclusion
is that warming winter temperatures alone have allowed
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the northward parasite range expansion (Ford and
Chintala 2006, Ford and Smalowitz 2007).
Coral reefs represent an entire marine ecosystem that
is threatened by the encroachment of temperaturesensitive disease outbreaks; indeed, coral reefs are the
ecosystem the most impacted by small increases in
temperature causing bleaching and mortality and
facilitating disease outbreaks (Hoegh-Guldberg et al.
2007). For example, 2005 was the warmest summer/fall
season recorded for the eastern Caribbean in 100 years.
At its peak in late October, the warm temperature
anomaly that developed reached 14 degree-heating
weeks (i.e., temperatures of 18C above the typical
seasonal maximum for 14 successive weeks; Wilkinson
and Souter 2008). In the Virgin Islands, the primary reef
building coral species bleached during this warming
event, eventually recovered its pigments, but then
developed lethal white plague disease (Miller et al.
2006). As a result, coral cover was reduced by 50% in
this one event alone. Again in the Virgin Islands, a
disease of the federally listed endangered coral species
Acropora palmata also increased during the 2005
temperature anomaly event (Muller et al. 2008).
In many reef areas of the Caribbean, Caribbean
yellow band disease (CYBD) prevalence and virulence
increased signiﬁcantly from the late 1990s to the mid
2000s, and this is now the most damaging bacterial
disease that affects all four coral species of the genus
Montastraea, the most important reef-building species
for this area (Fig. 1A; Bruckner and Bruckner 2006,
Weil et al. 2006, Croquer and Weil 2009, Weil and
Croquer 2009). Disease prevalence in Montastraea
populations has markedly increased over the last eight
years and signiﬁcantly covaried (r2 ¼ 0.787, P  0.01)
with the increase in the annual mean sea water
temperature from 1999 to 2007 (Fig. 1A). Likewise,
the within-colony dynamics of the disease (based on
visual disease signs and lesion growth rates) have
changed dramatically in the last eight years. In fact,
the seasonal pattern of high growth rates of lesions in
summer and signiﬁcantly lower growth rates or complete
disappearance in winter has now been replaced by a
signiﬁcant increase in the growth rate of the lesions
throughout the year, and no sign of disease decline (Fig.
1B). A signiﬁcant positive relationship was observed
between the lesion growth rate and mean water
temperatures (r2 ¼ 0.54, P  0.05), providing evidence
that water temperature affects the development of
CYBD on colonies of the star coral Montastraea
faveolata (Fig. 1B). Winter average water temperatures
used to drop below 25.58C in the area, however,
following the summer of 2002, the average winter
temperatures have not dropped below 26.58C, and a
steady increase in the mean winter temperatures has
been recorded throughout the last nine years. Warmer
winters seem to favor CYBD growth and pathogenicity,
which now remain high even during the winter seasons,
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FIG. 1. Temporal changes in Caribbean yellow band disease (CYBD). (A) Increase in CYBD prevalence in the Caribbean coral
genus Montastraea in reefs off the southwest coast of Puerto Rico from 1999 to 2007. The inset shows the positive and signiﬁcant
correlation between the yearly increase in mean prevalence and the average yearly surface water temperature. (B) Seasonal
variability in CYBD lesion growth rates measured in over 100 tagged colonies of Montastraea faveolata in La Parguera, Puerto
Rico from 1999 to 2006. The inset shows the signiﬁcant positive covariation between the linear lesion growth rates and the average
seasonal surface seawater temperature for the same period. Error bars show þSE.

causing epidemic levels of disease in populations of the
Montastraea species in many reefs across the Caribbean.
The mechanisms of climate sensitivity for many
different coral syndromes are not fully understood
(Harvell et al. 2007). In the few cases where a coral
pathogen was cultured, experiments showed a positive
relationship between temperature and pathogen growth
rate (Harvell et al. 2007). One prevailing hypothesis is
that many new coral pathogens are opportunists that
become more virulent (grow faster or become more
infectious) at warmer temperatures. Because warmer
temperatures can also directly immune compromise the
hosts, this combined impact of virulent pathogens and
immuno-compromised hosts could underlie many dis-

ease outbreaks (Harvell et al. 2007). Although an
appealing hypothesis, in the case where immunity and
environment were studied in gorgonian corals using
short term laboratory experiments and data from
sustained ﬁeld monitoring, results showed that enzymes
and cellular immunity were actually activated (and not
suppressed) by both pathogen inoculation and temperature increase (Ward et al. 2006, Mydlarz et al. 2008).
This observation raises questions concerning whether
some clades of cnidarians like gorgonians corals show
more immune resilience in the face of warming than
others, like scleractinian corals.
As in most ecosystems, the question remains open
about which is the more important driver of changing
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pathogen distributions: increasing pathogen growth,
transmission and virulence with temperature, or changes
in host immunity (Ellner et al. 2007). The tension
between a direct positive effect of temperature on host
defenses, combined with the potential for temperature
stress to compromise host immunity, has been often
highlighted in ectothermic hosts. For example, a recent
study by Raffel et al. (2006) on red-spotted newts
showed that between-season (longer-term) environmental temperature was positively correlated with the
numbers of circulating lymphocytes and eosinophils in
the individuals. Moreover, within-season effects and
responses of newts to climate variability showed that
these animals could be more susceptible to infectious
diseases during autumn or following ﬂuctuations in
temperature. As pointed out by Fisher (2007), these
considerations are important for predicting (1) how well
amphibians and other ectotherms can mount an immune
response against infectious agents outside of their
typical climate envelope, (2) how temperature affects
different types of host defenses (which in turn respond to
different types of infectious diseases), and (3) the role of
climate variability, in addition to average changes in
temperature, on host susceptibility.
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ANIMAL MOVEMENTS, HOST RANGE SHIFTS,
AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Another mechanism relevant to the emergence or
outbreaks of infectious diseases is the effect of climate
change on the movements of animal populations to
enhance their exposure to infectious diseases. Migratory
species can be particularly sensitive to climate change
(Collingham and Huntley 2000, Hickling et al. 2006) and
some migratory species have already responded to
altered thermal regimes by shifting their ranges of
distribution and migration routes (Parmesan and Yohe
2003, Perry et al. 2005). In other cases, climate warming
could cause a gradual break down in the migration itself
by making environmental conditions in breeding
grounds more favorable for the year-round survival of
host populations (i.e., replacing migratory populations
with year-round resident populations; Lusseau et al.
2004, Bradshaw and Holzapfel 2007). Migrations can
confer multiple beneﬁts by allowing hosts to escape the
continual build-up of pathogens in the environment
(Loehle 1995, Altizer et al. 2004) or by weeding infected
animals out of the population during strenuous migratory journeys (e.g., Gylfe et al. 2000, Bradley and Altizer
2005). Several host–parasite systems offer evidence that
seasonal host migrations reduce parasite prevalence,
including studies of warble ﬂies affecting reindeer
(Folstad et al. 1991) and nematodes affecting fall
armyworm moths (Simmons and Rogers 1991).
A case study of monarch butterﬂies and the protozoan
parasite Ophyrocystis elektroscirrha provides support for
both the role of migration in lowering parasite
prevalence (Altizer et al. 2000) and the vulnerability of
migration to climate warming (Oberhauser and Peterson
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2003). Globally, all monarch populations examined to
date are parasitized by O. elektroscirrha; prevalence is
highest in monarchs from tropical locations that breed
year-round (i.e., nonmigratory populations) and lowest
in the population in eastern North America that
migrates the longest distances annually. Climate warming, combined with increased planting of tropical
milkweed species that do not die back seasonally, has
enabled the persistence of small winter breeding
populations in the southeastern United States in recent
years. These nonmigratory populations are likely to
suffer from heavy parasite burdens and can also harbor
more virulent parasite strains (i.e., strains that replicate
faster and cause greater harm to hosts; De Roode et al.
2008). Thus, reductions in migratory tendancies among
animals that breed in traditionally seasonal temperate
regions could favor the transmission of infectious
diseases and negatively impact wildlife populations.
Altered migration routes could also result in migratory animals encountering and transferring pathogens to
previously unexposed host populations, or becoming
exposed themselves to novel infectious diseases. More
generally, many terrestrial species are expected to
undergo range shifts to higher elevations or latitudes
as a result of climate warming, a phenomenon already
observed for some taxonomic groups (Hickling et al.
2006). A largely overlooked phenomenon is the degree
to which these range shifts could bring novel groups of
species into contact and facilitate cross-species transmission of infectious disease (e.g., Morgan et al. 2004,
Brooker et al. 2007). Pathogens introduced into
previously unexposed host populations can spread
quickly, cause high case fatality rates and lead to
stunning reductions in host abundance. For example,
two major outbreaks of phocine distemper virus among
harbor seals in the North Sea are thought to have been
triggered by viral introduction from harp seals migrating
far outside of their range (Osterhaus and Vedder 1988,
Jensen et al. 2002). Although the hypothesis is that
aberrant harp seal migrations were probably caused by
over-ﬁshing rather than by climate change, future
introductions of novel pathogens are likely to occur as
animal movement routes and geographic ranges shift in
response to climate warming.
ACQUIRED IMMUNITY

AND

CLIMATE-DISEASE SYNERGISMS

Host immunity can play a major role in driving large
scale and long term disease emergence and persistence.
For parasites with direct life cycles that are not regulated
by an effective immune response, we expect climate
warming to increase the force of infection (the rate at
which a host gets infected), leading to an increase in the
prevalence and/or intensity of infection in adult hosts.
On the other hand, for parasites that are regulated by
inducible and lasting host defenses, climate warming
could still increase the force of infection and parasite
intensity in younger hosts, but older individuals will be
more efﬁcient at clearing the infection because of a faster
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FIG. 2. Relationship between the mean intensity for two
parasite species of the European rabbit and mean air temperature between 1977 and 2002 in Scotland (UK). Standard errors
of the mean annual parasite intensity are reported.

strongylus tenuis has increased in its common host, the
Red Grouse (Lagopus lagopus scoticus), over the last 30
years in England (Hudson et al. 2006). T. tenuis has a
direct life cycle with a free living stage, parasite intensity
is mainly regulated by birth–death demographic processes, and acquired immunity does not appear to play a
relevant role in clearing host infections (Hudson and
Dobson 1997, Hudson et al. 2006). Interestingly, the
long term pattern of infection of this nematode very
much resembles G. strigosum, such that intensity has
consistently increased over the last three decades
(Hudson et al. 2006). A detailed look at this pattern
revealed that mean rainfall between April and July has
slowly increased in the Red Grouse in English moorlands since 1979 and a very weak but signiﬁcant positive
relationship has been observed between T. tenuis
intensity and April–July rainfall (P , 0.024). The Red
Grouse breed mainly between April and July, and
during this time of the year the parasite has the most
detrimental effects on host reproduction and annual
growth rate (Hudson et al. 1992). April to July mean
rainfall also exhibited large multi-annual ﬂuctuations
since 1979 (CV: 29.5%). A large scale study on the effect
of climate ﬂuctuations and nematode transmission on
spatial synchrony among Red Grouse populations
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activation of the immune response (Cattadori et al.
2005a, Hudson et al. 2006). Therefore, if host–parasite
interactions are immune-modulated, we expect that
climate changes will be less powerful in driving disease
dynamics, and the direct effect of climate on host–
parasite interactions will be less apparent.
Climate change, immunity, and the pattern of
infection of two common gastrointestinal nematodes
(Graphidium strigosum and Trichostrongilus retortaeformis) have been investigated in a population of European
rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) in Scotland. Parasite
intensity has changed in the rabbit population over 26
years, but in different ways for each of the two parasite
species: T. retortaeformis showed large multi-annual
variations but no long term trend, whereas G. strigosum
increased more than two-fold over the same time period
(Hudson et al. 2006). These patterns were consistent
among hosts of different age classes, suggesting that
changes in parasite intensity were not caused by a
variation in the age structure of the host population over
the years. Previous studies suggested that T. retortaeformis, but not G. strigosum, elicits a strong acquired
immune response (Cattadori et al. 2005a, 2007, 2008,
Cornell et al. 2008). Adult rabbits are able to clear almost
completely T. retortaeformis infections, whereas no
obvious regulation seems to occur in G. strigosum, and
parasite intensity increases exponentially with host age.
Both parasite species have a free-living stage spent on
the pasture, and the warm and moist environment of the
grass micro-climate has a fundamental role in the
survival, development, and behavior of the parasites
(Crofton 1948a, b, Anderson 2000). Climatic data from
the rabbit study showed an increase of 18C in the mean
air temperature and a weak positive trend in rainfall
between 1980 and 2002 (Hudson et al. 2006; I. M.
Cattadori, unpublished data). These data sets were also
characterized by large multi-annual variations (coefﬁcient of variation [CV]: 4% and 16%, respectively). An
analysis of the relationship between climatic variables
and parasite intensity revealed a signiﬁcant and positive
association between G. strigosum intensity and mean air
temperature (P ¼ 0.004, Fig. 2) but no association with
total rainfall (P ¼ 0.241). As expected, no relationships
between climatic variables and T. retortaeformis were
observed (P ¼ 0.860 and P ¼ 0.174, for mean air
temperature and total rainfall, respectively, Fig. 2).
These ﬁndings suggest that G. strigosum, which elicits no
apparent immune response in its host, has been affected
by temperature warming, and this probably caused the
increase in parasite intensity in the adult rabbit
population over two decades. Although T. retortaeformis free living stages are exposed to similar environmental conditions, the damping effect of host immunity
has probably prevented this parasite from showing clear
associations with climate records.
This example of climate change inﬂuencing a host–
nematode interaction is not an exception. The intensity
of infection of the gastrointestinal nematode Tricho-
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revealed that unexpected climatic events could cause
dramatic and synchronous crashes or peaks in Red
Grouse abundance. These stochastic climate anomalies
were suggested to have a major effect on the transmission of T. tenuis infective stages during the host breeding
period, and consequently caused large scale synchrony
in the dynamics of Red Grouse populations (Cattadori
et al. 2005b).
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SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, Lafferty (2009) is a strong summary of
climate change effects on mosquito-transmitted human
infectious diseases. The goal of our commentary was to
highlight examples from wildlife diseases that span many
types of animal hosts and for which human management
has not yet affected our ability to detect climate drivers.
Importantly, introduced diseases are driving some
amphibian and coral hosts to extinction; evidence of
climate-linked disease epidemics in amphibians has been
recently questioned, but for corals, the evidence linking
disease prevalence and severity with warmer temperatures is stronger. We also point out that the migrations
of animals are recognized as being especially sensitive to
climate warming, and changes in host migratory
patterns will likely have important consequences for
infectious disease in ways that have not yet been fully
explored. Finally, as with malaria, parasites affecting
vertebrate animals can be driven by host immunity, and
this can dampen the effect of climate change on disease
dynamics. Some invertebrate hosts, particularly in
marine ecosystems, appear to lack this buffering effect
and are currently experiencing strong declines by
infectious and opportunistic diseases. Collectively,
examples discussed here suggest that ecologists need to
consider how host biology, including movement behavior and acquired immunity, can mediate the impacts of
global change on parasite/pathogen dynamics and
disease severity. At present, many of these mechanisms
are poorly known. Immune-mediated changes in host
susceptibility and resistance as well as climate-related
changes in parasite transmission may alter the interaction between wildlife hosts and their communities of
parasites (Cattadori et al. 2007). Therefore, it is
important to identify how climate changes modulate,
both directly and indirectly, host–parasite interaction
and disease persistence.
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Global climate change will have a diversity of impacts
on ecological systems. The paper by Lafferty (Lafferty
2009) provides a number of important insights into the
ways in which climate change will modify the dynamics
of infectious diseases. Here I will focus on three aspects
that pick up on his theme that any simple links between
climate change and rates of disease transmission will be
complicated by the web of ecological interactions within
which host–parasite relationships are intimately embedded (Lafferty et al. 2006). Much of the history of
mathematical modeling of infectious diseases has
focused upon systems where a single pathogen infects
a single host species; this approach has provided critical
insights into the dynamics of many human pathogens
and vital insights into how increased efﬁciency can be
achieved in their control (Anderson and May 1991,
Smith et al. 2005). These approaches now need to be
extended to consider systems where transmission is
dependent upon climate variability and also upon
systems with multiple host species and potentially
multiple pathogens (Dobson 2004). This will be particularly important if climate warming allows vectortransmitted pathogens to spread from the species rich
tropics, into the temperate and Mediterranean countries
where reduced host diversity will focus vector activity
and potentially increase the proportion of bites that go
to humans and domestic livestock. Ironically, the
complexities of studying infectious disease dynamics in
the tropics will be confounded by a diversity of other
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interacting variables (insecticide resistance, host species
diversity, land conversion and the emergence of new
pathogens such as HIV); thus I will conclude with a plea
to also study host–pathogen systems in the Arctic where
there are less confounding variables and a stronger
signal of climate change. The lessons learned in these less
diverse systems will be crucial in interpreting the more
complex patterns we will certainly see in the tropics.
Global change and climate variability
A variety of different approaches have been used to
examine the relationship between climate and disease;
they can be broadly grouped into two different
approaches: static dynamics and time-series approaches.
Static approaches focus on global climate change and
use expressions for R0 (basic reproductive number), or
‘‘entomological potential’’ to examine how potential
changes in climate will modify the potential range of
speciﬁc human pathogens. Most interest here has
focused on malaria and other vector transmitted
diseases as there is a considerable body of empirical
work that has quantiﬁed the temperature dependence of
pathogen development in the poikilothermic insect and
tick species that act as vectors. While there is naturally
an emphasis on expansion of the pathogen into new
areas, this will always be a relatively weak prediction of
these models as it assumes the vectors and pathogen can
readily disperse into areas where the climate has become
favorable. In contrast, much stronger predictions can be
made about the reduction in malaria incidence, and
other insect-vectored pathogens, that will occur in areas
that are no longer viable for transmission (Dobson and
Carper 1992). While I partly agree with Kevin Lafferty
that some of the costs of potential infectious disease
expansion will be balanced by pathogen extinctions in

